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RECIPES

CHOCOLATE CAKE

(MAKES 3 X 6" ROUNDS)

1.5 cups cocoa powder

3 cups hot water

1/2 cup ground flax seed

1 cup water, to mix with flax

1/2 cup oil coconut or canola

2 cups sugar

3 cups flour

1 tbsp baking powder

1 tbsp baking soda

1 tbsp vanilla extract

 

Preheat oven to 350º F.

In measuring cup mix ground flax seed and

water and let stand for 5 mins.

In a bowl add cocoa powder, boiling water,

flax egg, sugar, vanilla and combine well.

In another bowl combine flour, baking

powder and soda.

Gradually add flour mixture to wet mixture

and mix well.

Pour into greased baking pans and bake for

35 minutes or until a toothpick inserted

comes clean.

Cool in pans for 10 minutes and then

transfer to a rack until completely cooled.  

Cover with saran to retain moisture. (Cake

can be frozen after cooled completely,

simply wrap in 2 layers of saran wrap and

freeze)
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BUTTERCREAM

(MAKES ENOUGH TO COVER A 3X6" CAKE)

2 cups becel butter (1 brick)

1kg bag icing sugar

1 tbsp vanilla extract (or flavor of choice)

1-2 tbsp plant milk

Food color as needed 

 

In a mixer with the paddle attachment,

cream butter until light and fluffy.

Gradually add icing sugar until

completely combined. 

Add flavor extract and milk

Leave at room temperature while

decorating, then refrigerate unused

icing for up to 1 month. 
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CHOCOLATE GANACHE 

(MAKES ENOUGH TO COVER A 3X6" CAKE)

 1/2 cup belgian dark chocolate wafers

(from bulk barn)

1/2 cup dairy free creamer such as oat or

soy 

 

 

In a microwave safe bowl, add

chocolate and creamer.

Microwave in 30 second intervals

stirring each time ensuring mixture is

completely mixed.

Mixture should be a thick but runny

consistency, it should be able to dribble

off a spoon. If it is not doing this, add

more creamer.

Load into piping bag. 
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CAKE  DECORATING

SUPPLIES  LIST

lime green food coloring

black food colouring

chocolate ganache for drip 

#3 piping tip (for black icing, eyes, mouth)

2 x #2A piping tip (for whites of eyes, nose and dollops on top)

offset spatula (for smoothing icing)

bench scraper (for smoothing icing) 

cake turn table

8" cake board

piping bags

- 
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TIPS  & TRICKS  FOR

DECORATING  CAKE

CAKE TIPS:

- it is best to decorate a cake that has been baked the night before or flash

frozen in the freezer- this creates a sturdier cake that wont crumble too much

or break

-when layering a cake, be sure to gently press down on each layer of cake you

add on for maximum contact- this will prevent bulges when you go to ice the

exterior of the cake

-always chill the cake after you've filled it and covered the layer gaps first before

creating the crumb coat

-allow the crumb coat to chill for atleast 20 minutes in the fridge to ensure the

cake has set and will not slide around when decorating the exterior

-when adding a filling that is saucy, scoop a layer of cake out to create a "well"

as well as create a dam with buttercream around the edge of the cake- this will

prevent the saucy filling from spilling out of the layers

-when icing the exterior of the cake start with an angled spatula and work your

way from the bottom to the top of the cake- use a bench scraper to smooth the

sides  

-If icing is too thick and creating pockets of air in your exterior, thin your icing

slightly and that will allow for a smooth finish 

- 


